VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 1
Gypsum sheathing (by others)
in “as new” condition

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-1

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 2

9”
9”

VaproFlashing SA Self-Adhered properly shingled; applied
directly to sheathing + folded 2.75” inside of R.O.
Note: Total of 11.75” of flashing should be used:
- 9” of flashing should be left on the face of the sheathing

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-2

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 3
VaproFlashing SA Jamb Pieces applied directly to sheathing + folded 2.75” inside R.O.
- 9” of flashing should be left on the face of the sheathing

VaproFlashing SA Self-Adhered properly shingled; applied directly to sheathing + folded 2.75” inside of R.O.
Note: Total of 11.75” of flashing should be used:
- 9” of flashing should be left on the face of the sheathing
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-3

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 4

VaproFlashing SA head piece applied directly to sheathing
+ folded 2.75” inside of R.O.

VaproFlashing SA Jamb Pieces applied
directly to sheathing + folded 2.75” inside R.O.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-4

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 5

VaproBond full-coverage inside
rough opening + 1” on face

VaproFlashing SA Jamb Pieces
applied directly to sheathing +
folded 2.75” inside R.O.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-5

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 6

Immediately roll all
overlapped seams
with floor roller to
ensure full contact
WrapShield SA Self-Adhered
installed over VaproFlashing SA

WrapShield SA Self-Adhered field
membrane installed vertically with
minimum 3” overlap

VaproBond full-coverage inside
rough opening + 1” on face

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-6

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 7

Immediately roll all
overlapped seams
with floor roller to
ensure full contact

WrapShield SA SelfAdhered
field membrane installed
vertically with minimum 3”
overlap

Curtain wall installed
inside rough opening

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-7

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 8

¼ - ⅜ inch (6.4 -9.5 mm)
bead of VaproBond
applied to outer edge of
curtain wall face

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-8

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 9

¼ - ⅜ inch (6.4 -9.5 mm)
bead of VaproBond
applied 2-3” from edge of
rough opening
¼ - ⅜ inch (6.4 -9.5 mm)
bead of VaproBond
applied to outer edge of
curtain wall face

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-9

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 10

¼ - ⅜ inch (6.4 -9.5 mm) beads of VaproBond
applied at edge of curtain wall and 2-3” from edge
of rough opening

VaproSilicone Transition strip installed
over VaproBond. VaproSilicone
Transition spans curtain wall gap.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-10

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 11

VaproSilicone Transition strip installed
over VaproBond. VaproSilicone
Transition spans curtain wall gap.

Head strip overlaps jamb pieces

¼ - ⅜ inch (6.4 -9.5 mm) bead of
VaproBond applied under loose flap of
overlapping VaproSilicone Transition
strip.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-11

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 12
VaproSilicone Transition strip installed
over VaproBond. VaproSilicone
Transition spans curtain wall gap.

Head strip overlaps jamb pieces

¼ - ⅜ inch (6.4 -9.5 mm) bead
of VaproBond applied under
loose flap of overlapping
VaproSilicone Transition strip.

VaproSilicone Transition strip
installed over VaproBond.
VaproSilicone Transition spans
curtain wall gap.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-12

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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VaproSilicone Transition Curtain
Wall Movement Joint Step 13

VaproSilicone Transition strip
installed over VaproBond.
VaproSilicone Transition
spans curtain wall gap.
Head strip overlaps jamb
pieces
Fillet joint created by
tooling VaproBond
over top edge of
VaproSilicone
Transition

¼ - ⅜ inch (6.4 -9.5 mm) bead
of VaproBond applied under
loose flap of overlapping
VaproSilicone Transition strip.

VaproSilicone Transition strip
installed over VaproBond.
VaproSilicone Transition spans
curtain wall gap.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

VaproSilicone Transition is a 100% silicone
sheet specifically designed to provide a
water and air tight transition of WRB/AB
membranes for expansion joints, curtain
wall, store fronts and window transitions.
VaproBond™ is a single component 100%
silicone adhesive sealant.
DRAWN BY: AR
REF: 188-13

DATE: 6/22/17

DISCLAIMER
Detail sketch is generic, representing suggested best
practices for VaproShield materials, and does not
represent a specific job site condition and therefore may
not be applicable to certain projects. Detail sketch is
designed for use as a reference and must be approved by
the designer/ consultant of record for each project prior to
installation by the subcontractor. Changes and approvals
of VaproShield details are the sole responsibility of the
designer/consultant of record. VaproShield is not the
designer of record for building enclosure details and takes
no responsibility for the accuracy or interpretation of
actual project site conditions.

Always check www.VaproShield.com for the latest details and installation instructions
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